PÀ£ßÀ qÀ C©üªÈÀ ¢Þ ¥Áæ¢Pü ÁgÀ
«zsÁ£À¸Ëzs,À ¨ÉAUÀ¼Æ
À gÀÄ

qÁ. ¸ÀgÆ
É Ãf¤ ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À AiÀÄ
¥ÀjμÀÌøvÀ ªÀg¢
À
¨sÁUÀ - 2
PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀPÌÉ
¸À°¸
è ¨
À ÃÉ PÁVgÀÄªÀ ¸À®ºÉU¼
À ÄÀ

2017

¥ÉÇ.æ J¸ï.f. ¹zÀÞgÁªÀÄAiÀÄå
CzsÀåPÀëgÀÄ

qÁ. ¸ÀgÆ
É Ãf¤ ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À AiÀÄ
¥ÀÅ£Àgï ¥Àj²Ã®£Á ¸À«ÄwAiÀÄÄ
¸À°è¹gÀÄªÀ ²¥sÁgÀ¸ÄÀ

gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀªÅÀ PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀPÌÉ
¸À°¸
è ¨
À ÃÉ PÁVgÀÄªÀ ¸À®ºÉU¼
À ÄÀ
(F §UÉÎ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀ PÉÃAzÀPæ ÌÉ MvÁÛ¬Ä¸À¨ÃÉ PÀÄ)

1.

¥ÁæzÃÉ ²PÀ ¥ÀPëÀ UÀ¼À ¥Áæ§®å«gÀÄªÀ F PÁ®WÀlÖz°
À è ‘¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉ
DzÀåvÉ’ C£ÀÄßªÀ «ZÁgÀPÌÉ «gÉÆÃzs«
À gÀÄªÀÅ¢®è. CzÀ£ÄÀ ß ¥ÀjUÀt¹Â
¸ÀPÁðgÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ SÁ¸ÀV GzÀåªÀÄUÀ¼°
À è C¢üPÁgÉÃvÀgÀ ºÀÄzÉÝU¼
À °
À è
æ iÀ ÁtªÀ£ÄÀ ß ¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉ «ÄÃ¸À°j¸ÀÄªÀ gÁ¶ÖçÃAiÀÄ
80% gÀμÄÀ Ö ¥Àª
GzÉÆåÃUÀ ¤ÃwAiÀÄ£ÀÄß gÀÆ¦¸À®Ä J¯Áè gÁdåUÀ¼À ªÀÄÄRåªÀÄAwæU¼
À À
gÁ¶ÖçÃAiÀÄ ¸À¨AÉs iÀÄ°è DUÀ»
æ ¸À¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. F §UÉÎ PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀªÅÀ
¸ÀA¸Àw£
Û °
À è PÁAiÉÄÝAiÀÄ£ÀÄß CAVÃPÀj¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ £ÉÆÃrPÉÆ¼Àî¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
(ªÀÄÆ® ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À ¸À®ºÉ ¸ÀASÉå -1)

§ºÀÄvÉÃPÀ gÁdåU¼
À ÄÀ ¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉ GzÉÆåÃUÀz°
À è «ÄÃ¸À¯Áw PÀ°à¹ªÉ.
F «ZÁgÀzÀ ªÀiÁ»wAiÀÄÄ CqÀPz
À °
À z
è É

1.

PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀªÅÀ gÁ¶ÖçÃPÀÈvÀ ¨ÁåAPÀÄUÀ¼À ¹§âA¢ DAiÉÄÌAiÀÄ
£ÉÃªÀÄPÁw ªÀÄAqÀ½UÀ¼£
À ÄÀ ß gÀzÄÀ Ý ªÀiÁr, J®è ¨ÁåAPÀÄUÀ¼À ¹§âA¢
DAiÉÄÌAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÃA¢æÃPÀÈvÀUÆ
É ½¹ Institute of Banking Personnel
Selection (IBPS) ªÀÄÆ®PÀ £Àq¸
É ÄÀ wÛz
Û .É ¸ÀA«zsÁ£ÀzÀ μÉqÆ
À å¯ï-

6

7

PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀgPÀ ÁgÀzÀ §ÆågÆ
É Ã D¥sï ¥À©èPï JAlgï¥Éöæ Ê¸À¸ï ¸ÀA¸ÉÜAiÀÄÄ
¸ÀgPÀ Áj ªÀ®AiÀÄzÀ GzÀåªÄÀ UÀ¼°
À è ªÉÃvÀ£À ±ÉÃæ tÂ gÀÆ. 1,250 gÀªg
À U
É É
EgÀÄªÀ J¯Áè ºÀÄzÉÝU½
À UÉ £Áåμ£
À ¯
À ï JA¥ÁèAiÀiïªÉÄAmï ¸À«ð¸À¸ï
ªÀÄÆ®PÀ C¨såÀ yðUÀ¼£
À ÄÀ ß £ÉÃªÀÄPÀ ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÃÉ PÉAzÀÄ 1984gÀ°è
DzÉÃ²¹vÀÄÛ. EzÀ£ÄÀ ß wzÀÄÝ¥r
À ªÀiÁr ªÉÃvÀ£À ±ÉÃæ tÂUÉ §zÀ¯ÁV ¹
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ r ªÀUð
À zÀ ºÀÄzÉÝU¼
À A
É zÀÄ £ÀªÄÀ Æ¢¹ D ºÀÄzÉÝU¼
À £
À ÄÀ ß
¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉ «ÄÃ¸À°qÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.

8 gÀ°g
è ÄÀ ªÀ J®è ¨ÁμÉU¼
À ®
À Æè ¥ÀjÃPÉë £Àq¸
É ÄÀ ªÀAvÉ DzÉÃ²¸À®Ä
PÉÃAzÀæ «vÀÛ ¸ÀaªÀg£
À ÄÀ ß MvÁÛAiÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
¨sÁgÀwÃAiÀÄ ¸ÉÖÃmï ¨ÁåAPï UÀÄªÀiÁ¸ÀÛgÀ ºÀÄzÉÝUÉ C¨såÀ yðUÀ¼£
À ÄÀ ß DAiÉÄÌ
ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨ð
Às zÀ°è gÁdåzÀ C¢üPÈÀ vÀ ¨sÁμÁ eÁÕ£ª
À £
À ÄÀ ß
PÀqÁØAiÀÄUÉÆ½¸À¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. 10£ÉÃAiÀÄ vÀgU
À w
À AiÀÄ°è gÁdå ¨sÁμÉAiÀÄ°è
GwÛÃtðgÁzÀªg
À £
À ÄÀ ß ©lÄÖ G½zÀ C¨såÀ yðUÀ¼ÄÀ PÀqÁØAiÀÄªÁV
¨sÁμÁ ¥ÀjÃPÉëAiÀÄ°è GwÛÃtðgÁUÀ¯ÃÉ ¨ÉÃPÀÄ E®èªÁzÀgÉ DAiÉÄÌ¬ÄAzÀ
C£Àºð
À UÉÆ½¸À¯ÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ JA§A±À C¢ü¸Æ
À ZÀ£A
É iÀÄ°èz.É

4.
[Test of knowledge of official and/ or local language: Those
who produce 10th standard mark sheet/certificate evidencing
having studied official(local) language will not be subjected
to any Language test. In case of others, language test will be
conducted at the time of intrview( if intrview is held)/ before
final selection(if intrview is not held). Candidates not found
to beproficient in official and/ or local language would be

gÁdåzÀ°è J¸ï.J¸ï.J¯ï.¹ ªÀgU
É É N¢gÀ¨ÃÉ PÉA§ CA±Àª£
À ÄÀ ß
eÁ»gÁw£À°è ¸ÉÃj¸À®Ä PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀª£
À ÄÀ ß PÉÆÃgÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. F
¸ÀA§AzsÀ ¹§âA¢, ¸ÁªÀðd¤PÀ PÀÄAzÀÄPÉÆgÀvÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¦AZÀtÂ
æ ÁgÀ
¸ÀaªÁ®AiÀÄzÀ 2004gÀ eÁÕ¥£
À Á ¥Àvz
æÀ £
À éÀAiÀÄ* ªÁå¥ÀPÀ ¥ÀZ
ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. EzÀjAzÀ ¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉ GzÉÆåÃUÀz°
À è £ÁåAiÀÄ
¹UÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀμÖª
À ÁVgÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ G¢ÝªÄÉ EgÀÄªÀ gÁdåzÀ DqÀ½vÀ
¨sÁμÁeÁÕ£À PÀqÁØAiÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀAvÉ PÉÃAzÀPæ ÌÉ ¸ÀÆa¸À¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.

disqualified.] Adv no. CRPD/CR/2016-17/01.

(ºÉÆ¸À ¸À®ºÉ)
Government of India, Ministry of Personnel, Public

3.

GzÉÆåÃVUÀ¼À ªÉÃvÀ£À ±ÉÃæ tÂ DUÁUÀ §zÀ¯ÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ ‘¹’ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
‘r’ ªÀUð
À zÀ ºÀÄzÉÝU¼
À £
À ÄÀ ß ¸ÀÜ½ÃAiÀÄjUÉÃ (PÀ£ßÀ rUÀjUÉ)
«ÄÃ¸À°qÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. ºÁUÀÆ C¢üPÁjUÀ¼À ºÀAvÀz°
À è ±ÉÃ.80 gÀμÄÀ Ö
À ÄÀ ß PÀ£ßÀ rUÀjUÉ «ÄÃ¸À°qÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ DqÀ½vÀ ¥À²
æ PÀëÄ
ºÀÄzÉÝU¼
À £
(Management Trainees) DAiÉÄÌ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ gÁdåzÀ°g
è ÄÀ ªÀ
JAf¤AiÀÄjAUï PÁ¯ÉÃdÄUÀ¼°
À Aè iÀÄÆ PÀqÁØAiÀÄªÁV ‘PÁåA¥À¸ï
DAiÉÄÌ’ ¥ÀQæ Aæ iÉÄÃ £ÀqAÉ iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ. F ¤AiÀÄªÀÄ ¥Á®£É DUÀ®Ä DAiÉÄÌ
¥ÀQæ Aæ iÉÄAiÀÄ°è PÀqÁØAiÀÄªÁV DAiÀiÁ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀU¼
À À ¥Àw
æ ¤¢ü
EgÀ¯ÃÉ ¨ÉÃPÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ GzÉÆåÃUÁªÀPÁ±À ¥Àª
æ iÀ ÁtªÀ£ÄÀ ß PÁSÁð£ÉAiÀÄ
Employment rules/Factories Act£À°è ¸ÉÃj¹ CzÀ£ÄÀ ß C£ÀÄμÁ×£P
À ÌÉ
§gÀÄªÀAvÉ £ÉÆÃrPÉÆ¼Àî¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
(ªÀÄÆ® ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À ¸À®ºÉ ¸ÀASÉå -2)

Grievances and Pensions Order No.14024/1/96Estt(D), dated 18 May 1998.

5.

National Council for Vocational Training

£Àq¸
É ÄÀ ªÀ ¥ÀjÃPÉë

UÀ¼£
À ÄÀ ß PÀ£ßÀ qÀz®
À Æè £Àq¸
É ÄÀ ªÀAvÁUÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
(ºÉÆ¸À ¸À®ºÉ)

vÀ«Ä¼ÀÄ£Ár£À°è C¥ÉA
æ n¸ï ¥ÀjÃPÉëAiÀÄ£ÀÄß vÀ«Ä½£À°è §gÉAiÀÄ®Ä
CªÀPÁ±À«zÉ. (In All India Trade Test for ITI Students,
Question Papers were issued by NCVT only in English and
Hindi. The students who are 8th passed and above with rural
background find it very difficult to understand the questions
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available in English and Hindi. The question papers in Tamil
language is being supplied by NCVT with effect from July
2012)

1.

¨ÁåAPÀÄUÀ¼°
À è PÀ£ßÀ qÀ §¼ÀPA
É iÀÄÄ £ÁUÀjPÀgÀ C£ÀÄPÀÆ®vÉAiÀÄ zÀÈ¶Ö
¬ÄAzÀ®Æ PÀ£ßÀ rUÀgÀ £ÉÃªÀÄPÀzÀ zÀÈ¶Ö¬ÄAzÀ®Æ CªÀ±åÀ DzÀÄzÀjAzÀ
gÁdåz°
À ègÄÀ ªÀ J¯Áè ¨ÁåAPÀÄUÀ¼À ±ÁSÉU¼
À ÄÀ PÀ£ßÀ qÀz°
À èAiÉÄÃ
ªÀåªº
À j
À ¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ MvÁÛAiÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. F ¸ÀA§AzsÀ gÁdåz°
À ègÄÀ ªÀ
J®è ¨ÁåAPÀÄUÀ¼À ªÀÄÄRå¸ÜÀ jUÉ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀ ¥ÀvæÀ §gÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀgÀ
eÉÆvÉUÃÉ PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀ¢AzÀ®Æ ¸ÀÆZÀ£É §gÀÄªÀAvÉ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀ
£ÉÆÃrPÉÆ¼Àî¨ÃÉ PÀÄ. ªÀÄvÀÄÛ SÁ¸ÀVÃ ¨ÁåAPïUÀ¼®
À Æè F ¸À®ºÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
eÁjUÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀ DzÉÃ²¸À¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
(ªÀÄÆ® ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À ¸À®ºÉ ¸ÀASÉå -17)

7.

ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À AiÀÄ ¸À®ºÉAiÀÄAvÉ gÁ¶ÖçÃAiÀÄ ¹§âA¢ DAiÉÄÌ
DAiÉÆÃUÀzÀ (¸ÁÖ¥ïs ¸É¯PÉ ëÀ £ï PÀ«ÄμÀ£ï D¥sï EArAiÀiÁ) ¥ÁæzÃÉ ²PÀ
PÀbÃÉ j ¨ÉAUÀ¼Æ
À jUÉ §A¢zÉ. DzÀg,É »A¢-EAVèμ
è ï£À°è ªÀiÁvÀæ
À ÄÀ ß
DAiÉÄÌ ¥ÀjÃPÀëUÀ¼ÄÀ £ÀqAÉ iÀÄÄwÛz.É J®è ºÀAvÀzÀ ¥ÀjÃPÉëUÀ¼£
PÀ£ßÀ qÀz®
À Æè §gÉAiÀÄ®Ä CªÀPÁ±À ¤ÃqÀÄªÀAvÉ gÁdå ¸ÀPÁðgÀªÅÀ
PÉÃAzÀæ ¸ÀPÁðgÀª£
À ÄÀ ß PÉÆÃgÀ¨ÃÉ PÀÄ.
(ªÀÄÆ® ªÀÄ»¶ ªÀg¢
À ¸À®ºÉ ¸ÀASÉå -53)

FUÀ gÉÊ¯Éé PÉ¼À ºÀAvÀzÀ ºÀÄzÉÝU½
À UÉ ¥ÁæzÃÉ ²PÀ ¨sÁμÉAiÀÄ°è ¥ÀjÃPÉë
£ÀqA
É iÀÄÄwÛz.É °TvÀ ¥ÀjÃPÉëUÉ ºÁdgÁUÀÄªÀªj
À UÉ ¤ÃqÀÄªÀ ¥Àvz
æÀ °
À è
(e-Call letter) ¤ÃqÀgÄÀ ªÀ ¸ÀÆZÀ£A
É iÀÄ°è F CA±À«zÉ.
`The candidate can view the quastion paper in any of the
fifteen languages including the opted language and answer
the questions. Candidates availing assistance of scribe will
have to communicate with the scribe only in the language
opted by them in the online application’

C£ÀÄ§AzsÀ-1
1.

90% job reservation for unskilled labour. (Business
Standard 26-11-2008).
Orissa Government today decided to reserve jobs
for locals in the semi skilled and unskilled category,
the reservation will be 90 percent. In the jobs
requiring skilled manpower, at least 60 per cent
vacancies will be filled up by the locals.
Maharashtra last week had announced reservation
of 80 per cent jobs for locals in the industries
operating in that state.
Similarly, a minimum 30 percent of the supervisor and
managerial posts will be filled up from locals; through
the appointment of senior executive will be on the
basis of merit.
The Orissa government today asked industrial houses
to give a thrust on giving employment to local people.
Steel and mines secretary Manoj Ahuja said: ``All
industrial houses to comply with the state
government’s guidelines on recruitment. All industrial
houses will have to give 90 percent employment to
local people in unskilled sector, 60 percent in skilled
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A minimum of 90 percent of the jobs in the unskilled
and semi-skilled category will be reserved for people
belonging to the area where the project is being
established. At the skilled level, the minimum
reservation for locals will be to the extent of 60 percent,
while it will be at least 30 percent for the supervisory or
managerial cadre,” the minister said.

and 30 percent in managerial cadres.” The
government’s direction came on the second day of the
review meeting of various steel industries in Orissa.
2.

3.

100% Class-IV jobs for local in Kalinga Nagar
(Business Standard October 01, 2008)
In a significant development, the rehabilitation and
peripheral development advisory committee
(RPDAC), Kalinga Nagar industrial complex, has
decided to reserved 100% of the vacant posts in classIV jobs in the existing industries in Kalinga Nagar
area for locals.
Orissa to reserve jobs local in private Sector. (Dillip
Satapathy July 8, 2010).
Orissa intends to make it mandatory for the private
sector setting up shop here to reserve for locals 90 %
jobs in the unskilled and semi-skilled category, up to
60% in skilled category and 30 percent for the
supervisory and managerial cadre.
The state has of late been facing tremendous public
resentment over recruitment of a large number of nonOriya people in different projects being set up here.
Orissa has attracted investment worth Rs.6 lakh crore
in the recent past.
``All new MoUs for industrial projects and those which
are due for renewal will have a compulsory clause
reserving jobs for the locals,” Orissa’s Industries
Minister Raghunath Mohanty told Business Standard.

``For the posts of senior executives, the companies are
free to recruit from the open market.” Mohanty
clarified that “locals” would mean those displaced by a
project, followed by people domiciled in Orissa.
According to him, to strictly implement the cause,
companies signing MoUs will be asked to submit
employment status report in a prescribed format to the
district collectors, with a copy to the revenue divisional
commissioner and department concerned every
month.
4.

Government of Maharashtra Industry, Energy &
Labour Department,
G.R.No. ELP-2008/C.No.93/Ind-6
Date: 17th November, 2008.
Government of Maharashtra has a policy in place to
ensure that local persons of the State get their due share
in gainful employment arising from the growth in
industrial activity. Accordingly, all industrial
enterprises are expected to ensure that 50% of all
supervisory staff, and 80% of all employees (including
supervisory staff) are local persons, and also that the
Head of the Human Resources / In charge of the
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Following the request by chief minister Ashok Chavan
on Saturady and against the backdrop of MNS
attacking candidates from North India appearing in
railway exams in Maharashtra, railway minister
Mamata Banerjee today said the tests will be conducted
in regional languages simultaneously.

recruitment is a person with knowledge of Marathi.
While encouraging that the maximum number
5.

6.

Maharashtra makes job preference for locals more
stringent (The HINDU Tuesday, Nov 18, 2008).
According to Mr. Aziz Khan, Principal Secretary,
Industries Department, since 1968 the government
has a longstanding policy of giving 80 percent
prefernce to local people in jobs in small, medium
and large industries. Since 1968, there have been four
GRs on the subject but this one for the first time draws
up a way to operationalise the policy and identify
gaps, if any, in implementing it.
Maharashtra CM wants more jobs for locals.
Mumbai: In a surprise move, Maharashtra chief
minister Ashok Chavan on Saturday called for “more
importance to be given to locals” in job opportunities,
thus joining in the likes of MNS chief Raj Thackery and
Shiv Sena supreme Bal Thackery. “Locals must be
given importance. Whoever is a domicile of
Maharashtra must first get an employment
opportunity,” Chavan said at a fuction today.
Chavan, however, said his government does not
support agitations based on languages and region. “It
is not our policy.”
He said, “Irrespective of the language people of
Maharashtra speak or the belief they follow, we are
concerned about their employment and request
Mamatha Banerjee to pay heed to this matter.”

``The railway exams will be conducted in regional
languages simultaneously apart from English and
Hindi. In Maharashtra, the exams will be held in
Marathi and in other states, these will be held in local
language,” she told reporters here. Concerned over
growing congestion in the existing trains, chief
ministers Ashok Chavan made a request that there was
a need for more train services in the state.
7.

Jobs for Sons of Soil - CMS Favour national policy.
The Vilasrao Deshmukh Government is now busy
formulating a policy to implement a 35-years old order
that reserve 80 per cent of jobs in the new industries for
the locals. A standing instruction to opt for locals has
already been issued to the industries, according to the
Chief Minister.
A new order will incorporate some changes. Satte
Chief Ministers elsewhere concede there is need to
provide a better deal for the locals. But this cannot at
the cost of national unity and integrity. They feel
there is need for the Prime Minister to call a
conference of Chief Ministers to forge a national
policy on the question of reservation of jobs for sons
of the soil.
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8.

For this purpose, the cabinet had also cleared a proposal
to set up a State Council with the Chief Minister as its
chairman, which would work in tandem with
industries for filling the job reservation, although
government statstics showed industries are
voluntarily providing more than 80% jobs to local
youths.
Khaduri gets Serious on jobs for locals (Dehradun, 5
may 2007)
Admitting that private industries in Uttarakhand are
soft-pending on the issue of reserving 70 percent jobs
for local youths, Chief Minister BC Khanduri has asked
chief secretary SK Das to prepare a comprehensive
report on the issue.
Congress regime made a rule directing all new units
to reserve 70 per cent jobs for local youths. News
Source: http//www.hindustantimes.com
9.

Central sector and venture
projects.

Job Reservation To Locals In Uttaranchal (Pti -oct 1,
2005)
Uttaranchal to reserve 70 percent jobs in nontechnical posts in Industries for local youths. The
decession taken at arecent cabinet meeting gave the
Industries six-month’s time to fill up the vacancies.

Himachal Pradesh CM Dhumal wants 70% jobs for
locals in Central
sector projects (Express new
service)
Shimla, September 12 : The state has expressed its
displeasure to the Center for failure to privide
mandatory 70 percent jobs to Himachalis in the

(JV) hydro- elecric

Himachal Pradesh, through a legislation passed
during the erlier Congress regime, had reserved 70
percent jobs for the locals in all industrial and hydroelectric projects.
In Delhi yesterday, Chief Minister Prem Kumar
Dhumal met Union Minister of State for Power,
Jairam Ramesh, and asked to ensure the jobs to
Himachalis, besides initiating a process to grant
Himachal’s legitimate share in BBMP projects.
10.

Himachal, jobs for locals
(Baldev S Chauhan/ New Delhi Shimla, Business
Standard- March 17, 2006)
While the State Government’s new industrial policy
makes it mandatory for all industrial units being set
up in the state to provide 70 percent of the jobs to
locals, the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
says this is hard to implement.
State Industries Minister Kuldeep Kumar said the
Industry needed to adopt a far more sensitive and
generous attitude towards locals and train them
patiently for the required jobs. “There are very few
job opportunities for the locals in the government and
the agriculture sector. So Industry, growing at 17 per
cent in the state, is the only place which can absorb
them.” Kaumar said.
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Jammu and Kashmir Law and Parliamentary Affairs
Minister Ali Mohammad Sagar Saturday told the State
Assembly that a bill banning inter-district recruitment
in the state will be introduced Moday.

SIKKIM: Bill seeking 80 percent reservation for
locals still in Sikkim
(By Barun Roy-THE HINDU February 8, 2009)
Sikkim: Promotion of Local Employment Bill (Bill No 9
of 2008). A bill seeking 80 percent employments for
locals is still pending with Presindent Prathibha Patil
after the fromer governor of state effered it to her.
Seeking to reserve 80 percent employemnet for the
local people during another session of the assembly
and got it passed unanimously by a voice vote.

``We will not allow our Youths to suffer because of the
reservation of jobs for the outsiders…. the district posts
should be filled by candidates from the district
concerned only,” NC legislator Kafil-ur-Rehman said
before joining a sit-in the well of the house.
14.

Gujrath Government Reserves 85% To Locals
March 9th, 2011
As per the industries department’s rule , those units
availing incentives given by Gujarth government have
to provid 85% employment to locals.

15.

Madhya Pradesh’s new industrial policy (Shashikant
Trivedi October 20, 2010)
Madhya Pradesh government today announced its
long awaited industry policy. It makes it mandatory
for upcoming industries to reserve 50 percent direct
job to locals. It took almost two years for the state
machinery to frame rules and regulations that make
the policy an overhauled version over the existing one.
The new policy known as industrial Promotion Policy
2010 will be notified within thirty days from
November 1.

To reserve 80 percent jobs strictly for locals having
Sikkim Subject Certificate or Certificate of
Identification.
12.

Give jobs locals, take incentives: Bengal Govt.
(Indian Express Jul 8, 2011)
OFFERING a carrot, but conditions apply. The Left
government in West Bengal has announced a new
incentive policy for investors, linking it to jobs for
locals. The policy, for which a notification was issued
on Thursday, says incentives would be given ot
investors who employ people from the state.
``While 50 percent of IPA will be given on the basis of
number of people the entrepreneur employs. But these
employees will have to be resdents of West Bengal”

13.

Kashmir to move bill on district jobs for locals (Mar
20, 2010)

“The policy offers incentives, grants and sops to the
investment provided they offer jobs to people,” said
Industry Minister Kailash Vijayvergiya. Some of the
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intervene in the issue and make some concrete
arrangement.

provisions of the policy are unlikely to fetch any
result as they seem hypothetical. “Those who will
investment of less than Rs.25 crore but provide direct
jobs to 1000 locals will be considered as mega
investment and will offered sops and concessions
accordingly,” the minister said. At present an
investment is considered under mega category if its is
Rs.25 crore or more.

“The issue of domicile is not out of context…demand
for reservation of local youths in government jobs is
picking momentum in different parts of the country as
well and hence the Centre should intervene to make out
some concrete arrangement for protecting the interest
of the locals,” Mr. Kumar said.

In a 1961 case in Madhya Pradesh, the High Court
ruled that administrative directives could not be
questioned under the equality clause of the
constitutions.
16.

Lalu wants 80% quota for locals in Bihar Government
jobs
RJD Boss seeks to reserve at least 80% seats for locals,
irrespective of caste, in all categories of government
jobs, Lalu says Bihar Government should immediately
make a necessary change in its quota policy and other
related laws.
(INDIA TODAY - JULY 29, 2016)

17.

During his recent visit to the neighboring state of
Jharkhand, Mr. Kumar had supported the people there
in their demand for reservation of local youth in
government jobs. “I and my party are very much in
favour that residents of Bihar too should get preference
in employment in state jobs… we’re thinking of a
domicile policy,” he said, adding that there was also a
need for a “detailed discussion on the issue” and if all
the parties arrived at a consensus, “steps should be
taken in this direction.”

Nitish supports Lalu’s demand quota for local youth in
govt. jobs
(THE HINDU July 30, 2016)
Bihar chief minister Nitish Kumar on Friday supported
the demand of his alliance partner, Rashtriya Janata Dal
chief Lalu Prasad, for reservation in government jobs
for local youth and said the demand was “not out of
context”. Mr Kumar also added that the Centre should

18.

Andhra Assembly to protect jobs for locals in
Hyderabad – Mar 17, 2010
Hyderabad, March 17 (Coal Geology) The Andhra
Pradesh assembly will Thursday pass a resolution
urging the government to bring an amendment to the
presidential Order to project jobs for the Telangana
people in Hydrabad
At an all-party meet convened Wednesday evening to
discuss the Supreme Court’s refusal to review its
order declaring Hyderabad a ‘free zone’ for
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recruitments in government jobs, the Congress
government agreed to bring the resolution.

21.

Leaders of all the parties were unanimous that the
relevant paragraph of the Presidential Order
relating to jobs for locals in Hyderabad should be
amended to set aside the court order.
19.

20.

Subsidy-Linked Jobs for Locals- The Navhind Times
July 25, 2012
Chief Minister Manohar Parriker told the House that he
was willing to go beyond the provisions of the
industrial policy of providing employment to locals. To
achive this industrial dept has framed ‘Goa State
Employment Subsidy Scheme for Industries – 2008’.
80 % job reservation to locals if voted to power: Goa
Forward
PTI | May 31, 2016
PANAJI: The newly-formed Goa Forward Party has
promised 80 per cent job reservation to locals in the
private sector if voted to power in the 2017 Goa
Assembly polls. The promise was made at the party’s
first-ever youth convention. “Goa Forward’s prime
agenda will be implementation of the policy of 80 % job
reservation to Goans in private sector and cent per cent
in public sector. This provision will be strictly
implemented by forming watch- dog committees of
youth,” Goa Forward President Prabhakar Timblo
said.

TRS demands 80% jobs locals in Telagana region.
Mar 29, 2010
Hyderabad: Following the footsteps of Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena (MNS), the TRS has decided to
launch an agitation demanding 80 persent jobs to
local in private and corporate sectors in the
Telangana region.
TRS politburo member and former MP B Vinod Kumar
said the party was conducting a survey to find out the
percentage of jobs offered to Telangana people in
every private company owned by industrialists
belonging to non-T region or other states.
Alleging that the private companies are giving
priority to people from other regions, he said after
getting a detailed report, TRS will write letters to all
such managements asking them to provide jobs to
locals. If they do not fall in line, TRS will orgnise “gate
crash agitations” and force them to shut units.
The TRS also demanded the government to bring
changes in the industrial policy, to be unveiled in April
first
week,
facilitating
more
employment
opportunities to local people in private sector. The
TRS was demanding jobs to people based on their
“origin

22.

100% job quota for locals sought In Assam
The Assam Tribune - Nov 21, 2008)
The asom Jatiyatabadi Yuba Chatra Parishad (AJYCP)
has on Friday demanded cent percent job reservation
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for locals in all Central, semi-Central and private
organizations in the State.
Trivedi Says: March 10th, 2011
Although government statistics showed industries
are voluntarily proving more than 80 per cent jobs to
local’s youths.

opportunity of a local. It is anotherr thing that all these
agitations have become a thing of the past till the same
is revived again in Maharashtra now.

C£ÀÄ§AzsÀ-2
NO. 15/12/1984-GM

Law enforcing state agencies should shed away the
inhabitaion and make a pressing demand for jobs
and contracts to local first and then outsiders. Please
see it the case in Assam. They had ultimately take up
arms in their hand and ultimately it gave rise to
militant organization like ULFA. Had the local govt.
corrected it in the beginning than this thing would
not have started? In fact in this case it is a crime as the
company in question is evading the law.

Government of India
Ministry of Finance,
Bureau of Public Enterprises
Public Enterprises Bhavan
CGO Complex Block No, Lodhi Road
New Delhi-3
Dated 8th March, 1984

Office Memorandum
Subject: Recruitment to Central Government

23.

Why Not State-Wise Reservation of Jobs?
Sulekha.com (23 October 2008).
If one were to remember the early period of 1970s, the
chhatra Parishad, the yout wing of the Indian National
Congress in West Bengal, then headed by the current
cabinet minister Mr. Priy Ranjan Das Munshi, made
similar claims and made the industrial working
atmosphere in the State a vitiated one. The demand
was the same. Employment for the locals not only in
public organizations but also in the private sector.
The demand and the agitation went to such an extent,
that people from other states when transferred to West
Bengal were hesitant to move and those who boldly
ventured were humiliated not as a person, but as a
person
who
had usurped the employment

undertakings through
Employment exchange-raising of limit from Rs 800 to 1250.
***

The undersigned is directed to refer to this Ministry’s
O.M. No. BPE/GL-007/78 MAN 3(2)/75-BPE-GM.|
Dated 13th November, 1978 and to say that modification
thereof, it has been decided that recruitment to posts in
public enter prices carrying pay scales, the maximum
of which does not exceed Rs 1250 per month, should
henceforth be made only through Employment Services.
This will be applicable to only those public sector
enterprises where pay scales of post below the level of
officers have been revised since 1982 and which are
following industrial rates DA. These public sector
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enterprises where the pay scale have not been revised
since 1982 either because they are following Central
Government DA pattern or for some other reason, the
present ceiling limit of Rs 800 will continue to apply.
The Ministry of Steel and Mines etc. are requested
to bring the forgoing to the notice of Public Enterprises
under their administrative control for necessary action.

C£ÀÄ§AzsÀ-3
No. 14024/1/2016-Estt (D)

Government of India
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions
(Department of Personnel and Training)
North Block, New Delhi - 110001
Dated the 13th June, 2016

Office Memorandum
Sd-

Subject: Recruitment of Staff through Employment

Y.P. KAPOOR
Director (Management)

Exchanges, regarding.
***

1.

In continuation of this Department’s Office
Memorandum No. 14024/2/96-Estt. (D) dated
18th May, 1998 and further amended vide OM
of even number dated 09th November, 2005 on
the above noted subject wherein it has been
prescribed that all vacancies to be filled on
regular basis, except those which fall within the
purview of UPSC/Staff Selection Commission,
are to be notified in the local Employment
Exchange/Central Employment Exchange as
per the provisions of the Employment Exchange
(Compulsory Notification of Vacancies) Act,
1959. In addition to the reporting of the
vacancies to the local Employment Exchange/
Central Employment Exchange, it has been
stipulated that the vacancies should be given
wide publicity on an all India basis. In this
regard, it was advised that the advertisement
should be placed in the Employment News/
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Rozgar Samachar published by the Publication
division of Ministry of Information &
Broadcasting. Such recruitment notices are also
to be displayed on the Office Notice Board.
2.

It has been decided that in addition to the above
procedure, advertisement of vacancies may also
be placed at the National Career Service (NCS)
Portal of Ministry of Labour & Employment,
which has been developed primarily to connect
the opportunities with the aspiration of youth.

3.

These instructions shall be applicable to all
services/posts. All Ministries/Departments are
requested to bring these instructions to the
notice of all concerned includint attached and
subordinate offices.

(Rajesh Sharma)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tel. No. 23040340

